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Abstract 
Creative industry is a new global phenomena that arise at this information age. It is said that creativity will be the driver for 
social and economic change in order to become a new source of competitive advantage. Nowadays, business, government, 
academician focus their attention to creative economy. It is about how the content creates creativity and further adds the GDP and 
job creation.  
The purpose of this research are to find the major or relevant risks that have strong relationship to creative industry and creating 
policy that support creative industry based on relevant risks in Bandung, Indonesia.  
Data collection gathered through structured questionnaire and in-depth interview to digging information from respondents. The 
questionnaire contains list of variables which reflected on questions of financial sector, marketing sector, human resource sector, 
operation sector, and industry sector where each sector contain detail activities. Assessment of the questionnaire using likelihood 
and impact with the scale of 1 (rare and little impact) to 4 (almost happen and catastrophic). Respondents were chosen by 
purposive-random sampling method in Bandung and this research using 60 respondents that represent 14 sub-sectors of creative 
industry. This research uses factor analysis to summarize the variable of risks and then multiple regression to rank those risks 
based on priority level.  
The result of this research shows that there are to two sections for risk categorization i.e. the most affecting variable and less 
affecting variable, where each variable contains with sum of predictors that have shown by method used in this research. 
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1. Background   
The terminology of creative industri came up with the idea as the main factor to drive ecnomy activities, then 
Howkins (2001) into sets of terms copyrights, patents, trademarks, and design where relate to intelectual property. 
According to the Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy (2010) creative indsutry is the new era of economy 
activites which intensify on creativity and information by relying on the idea and stock of knowledge as the main 
factor. In other word, the main actor to run this sector rely on human ideas, creativity and produce originality and 
identity or even characters that blend to its product and or services.   
In Indonesia, the development of the creative industries is not new. However, the specific term and its 
development has been started in 2007 by the Department of Commerce through research and publications on the 
extent to which the role of creative industries in Indonesia and its development roadmap forward. Although this 
concerned about the creative industry has moved to the Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy. 
Based on Creative Industries Mapping Study Based Department of Commerce Republik Indonesia, the definition 
of Creative Industries in Indonesia is derived from the utilization of industrial creativity, skills and talents of 
individuals to create wealth and jobs through the creation and utilization of creativity and inventiveness of the 
individual (Departemen Perdagangan Republik Indonesia, 2007). 
Many factors can lead to the birth of a creativity and one source of creativity can be derived from the original 
culture. Indonesia has a lot of creative people and cultural treasures that have not been fully utilized. 
This sector plays an important role. Contribution of creative industries to the economy of Indonesia can be seen 
through (a) GDP (b) Labour (c) Total Company (d) Export. Through updating data, average of the years 2002 - 
2008, GDP creative industries accounted for 7.8% of the national GDP by value added (current prices) 235.63 
trillion rupiah. This figure accounts for a workforce of 7,391,642 people as well as company number 2,863,083. In 
addition is that the export value reached 79.6 trillion dollars with the contribution of 9.23% of the national economy 
with fairly rapid growth is 12.2%  (Departemen Perdagangan Republik Indonesia, 2009). 
If we see the figure above, the development of creative industries is certainly potential to revive the economy so 
as to create a multiplier effect in the economy. Support from various parties is needed to build the infrastructure and 
accelerate its development. 
According to the sector of creative industry, Indonesia has 14 subsectors of creative economy sector, they are (1) 
advertising, (2) architecture, (3) art and antiqueties, (4) craft, (5) design, (6) fashion, (7) video film and photography, 
(8) interactive games, (9) music, (10) art performance, (11) printing and publishing, (12) computer and software, 
(13) television and radio, and (14) research and development.   
In general, emerging creative industry in Indonesia is still in the Small and Medium scale Enterprises (SMEs), 
usually a form of business that was established independently by owner. In daily life, these institutions are often 
faced by uncertainties due to the system that is still simple, so it may be able to bring a form of risk that must be 
faced. Therefore, it is appropriate for creative industry entrepreneurs understand and pay attention to risks that 
would be faced in its efforts so that they know how to minimize the impact of these risks . 
We took Bandung as sample city because this city also launched as a a pilot project for creative city in East Asia. 
In this case it wants to create a slogan for the city : “Bandung Creative City” (Departemen Perdagangan Republik 
Indonesia, 2009). Bandung is also rich in relics of the past over such buildings and places - historic and 
entertainment venues. In this context the company policy for the creative industries is a key platform in order to 
reinvent Bandung in a new century as one of the support structure in good civil society ( O'Connor , 2004)  
The purpose of this research is to find the the major factor of risks that influence ecnomoy creative and give 
suggestion for policy makers in order to support creative industry at Bandung.  
2. Data collection 
Data were collected through in-depth-interview with structured questionaire. The questionaire contains five 
sections where each section focus on risks are often faced by creative indsutry, such as finance, marketing, human 
resource, operation, and industry. Each section is devided into a number of questions as a predictor to capture the 
likelihodd and impact. The questions were developed through expert discussion to provide limited number of 
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relevant question to activities in creative indsutry.  
The sample comply with purposive random sampling focus on 14 sub-sectors of creative indsutry in Bandung 
where all sectors contained in Bandung. The questionaire addressed to local population (60 business where each 
product of the business falls into creative industry category) in order to collect relevant respondent in Bandung. 
3. Method 
To process the data, the authors use factor analysis to see correlation between variable to other variable by 
identifying a set of similarity factor from those variable. With factor analysis, the authors could determine the extent 
of each variable to which the program will affect creative indsutry. The new dimension that have been produced by 
factor analysis, the next step using multiple regression to explore the relatioship between one continuous dependent 
variable and sum of independent variable. This method diggin information from new set of dimension to predict and 
rank the relevant variable to creative indsutry. 
4. Result 
Factor analysis used to see intercorrelations from the set of risks mapping on dynamics creative industry, 
particularly at Bandung city, West Java, Indonesia. The data utilized extraction method with principal component 
analysis utilize SPSS version 19,0. Factor analysis also provides  interpretation of general factor; and building 
structure loading, communality, and unique varian from indicators or predictors (Johnson & Wichern, 1998). 
According to Johnson’s book, Factor analysis model:  
 
 (1) 
 (2) 
 
Or written in matix notation: 
 
 (3) 
 
Where: 
 = average variable i 
 = specific factor - i 
 = common factor - j 
 = factor loading from variable - i to factor – j  
 
According to perspective above, variable – i from m common factor declared as communality – i which 
considered as a sum of quadratic from loading variable – i on – m common factor, the equation as follows: 
 
 (4) 
 
The KMO and Bartlett’s test show that each indicator sampling adequacy. KMO should be appropiate and 
significant (p < 0,50) for the parameters or factors. The range of KMO in between 0 to 1 where 0,5 to 0,6 consider 
as minimum number or value for a good factor analysis. 
Figure 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 are the set of variable from factor analysis and contain of several sub variable 
(predictors), and also each figure show KMO and Bartlett’s test, and communalities. Communalities digging 
information about the influence of each variable to the factor. The evaluation and assessment of this statistics result 
by comparing communalities scores in extraction column. The numbers of communalities may vary on 0,20 to 
almost 0,9 then it leads to conclusion on what risks that have potential correlation to creative industry.  
According to communalities score, those numbers explain the level of importance of each sub variable. The 
higher the score then the higher correlataion of it risk to the creative industry. KMO and Bartlett’s test for five 
sections show that all pass above 0,50 then analysis factor can be continued. By conducting the method that have 
been describe in the earlier section, the result as follows: 
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Fig. 1. Finance analysis 
There are five predictors of finance sectiont. The rank of variable show Raw material price, capital, and financial 
statements become the most affecting variable for creative indsutry than liquidity and foreign exchange. 
 
 
Fig. 2. Marketing analysis 
Marketing aspect provide seven predictors. The method produce market access as the top variable that affect 
creative indsutry. Compare to other variable, fraud actions, selling price, distribution, market saturation aspect,and 
consumer perception, those variable give lesser effect on ecnomy creative. 
 
 
Figure 3. Human resource analysis 
Human resource aspect provide an equal result for man power and productivity aspect where each aspect plan an 
important role in creative indsutry. 
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Figure 4. Operations analysis 
In the operation, there are five predictors and supplier aspect become the least influential aspect in operation 
compare to others. The quality of the product and copy rights are the most influential aspect, followed by production 
capability and thievery. 
 
 
Figure 5. Industry analysis 
Industry section comprise macro aspects such as government regulation, infrastructure, interest rates, and other 
matter to creative indsutry. Government regulation and interest rates as a primary issue for creative industry 
compared with free trade barriers, infrastrucutre, business cycle, and law aspects.  
 
 
Figure 6. Variables conrrelation 
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Table above (see figure 6) explains the correlation between those variables to creative industry in Bandung. 
Those variables explain the importance of the most important to least important. It describes that the industry 
variable leads to the major impact to industry, then operational variable, and followed by marketing variable, human 
resource variable, and finance variable.  
5. Discussion 
Based on all findings of all predictors, it leads to two big sections for risk categorization i.e. the most affecting 
variable and less affecting variable, where each variable contains with sum of predictors that have shown by method 
used in this research. The first variable which categorized as the most affecting goes to industry varibale, second is 
operational variable, then marketing variable, human resource variable, and finance variable. Somehow, creative 
industry in Bandung still depen on government protection as seen in figure 5 where government regulation and 
interest rates are the major factors to this industry. Government should build condusive business climate that support 
and enhance creative industry to become strong and sustain. The quality and copy rights are the promising issue 
relate to operational variable. Creative industry faces global challange where the products and services meets 
international products and service, and international quality, the key to survive by always improving the quality of 
the product and service. 
According to survey of creative industry at Bandung, the result’s quite surprising where the business owner 
claim that no copy rights and plagiarism activities considered as normal. These finding emasculate business owner 
to maintain their competitiveness, their profits, and their uniqueness. Marketing perspectives concern about the 
access. The access plays an important role for creative industry to connect with their supplier and reach their 
customer. The problem is they have fewer access to reach broader market (local, intercity, inter-island and 
international market).  
However, the government through the Ministry of Tourism and Creative Economy should build conducive 
economic environment such as stable interest rates, interconnected transportation and cheap trasportation cost, and 
provide sufficient training for productive labor force to reduce barrier to entry because it affect all aspects which 
determine the level of success of creative industry.  
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